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CROSSED PRODUCTS OF C*-DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
WITH GROUND STATES

MASAHARU KUSUDA

Abstract. Let C*( A. R) be the crossed product associated with a C*-dynamical

system ( A, R, a). We show that if there is a ground state for A. then there is an ideal

/ in C*(/1,R) such that if A, <A:. then ax¡( I) C ôA,( /). where à is the dual

automorphism group on C*(A. R), and such that C*{A.R) = UAa0âx(/). Con-

versely, we show that if A is unital, and if C*{A.R) has such a decomposition for

some proper ideal /. then A has a ground state.

1. Introduction. Let A be a C*-algebra, let G be a locally compact group, and let

(a,}rec be an action of G on A by *-automorphisms; i.e., assume that / — a, is a

homomorphism of G into Aut(A) such that t -> ot,(x) is continuous for all x G A.

We refer to (A,G, a) as a C*-dynamical system and we denote the associated

crossed product C*-algebra by C*(A, G) (see § 2 or [5]). Recently, the ideal structure

of C*(A, G) has attracted considerable attention, particularly in those cases when G

is abelian; for when G is abelian, spectral theory may be applied to good effect (cf.

[5 or 6]). In the cases when G = R, A is UHF, and {ar},eR is of product type,

Bratteli [1] proved that C*(/1,R) is not simple since A admits a ground state for a;

i.e., a state <b sucn that for all x G A and y G A", the space of entire analytic

elements in A, the function/(i) = q>(xa,(y)) extends to be analytic in the upper

half-plane and bounded there by 1|^c||||_kH- Subsequently, Pedersen and Takai [7]

extended this result to the case when A and a are arbitrary (but G — R). Our

primary objective in this note is to prove the results described in the abstract which

generalize the Pedersen-Takai's result and provide a converse. In the last section, we

shall generalize our results to cover certain C*-dynamical system (A, G, a) where G

is totally ordered.

2. Preliminaries. Let (A,G, a) be a C*-dynamical system. The C*-crossed product

C*(A, G) for (A, G, a) is defined as the enveloping C*-algebra of L](A, G), the set

of all Bochner integrable ,4-valued functions on G equipped with the following

Banach *-algebra structure:

(xy)(t)=  (x(s)as(y(s-it))ds,

x*(t) = à(t)-lat(x(r'))*,

\\x\\x =  (\\x(s)\\ds,
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where ds is the left Haar measure of G and A(/) is the associated modular function.

From now on, we assume that G is a locally compact abelian group. The dual action

â of a is defined on C*(A, G) by the formula

áY(x)(r)=  (y,t)x(t),

where y G G, x G Ü(A, G), and where (y, r) is the value of y at t. Now let <í> be an

a-invariant state over (A,G, a). We denote the cyclic covariant representation

associated with <p by (ir^, u*, H^, £,,,), i.e., -n^ is the GNS representation of A on the

Hilbert space H^, with the canonical cyclic vector £^, and m* is defined by

for x G A, t G G (see [5,7.4.12]). Then there is a unique spectral measure p on the

Borel sets of the dual group G with values in B(H^) such that

uf= ( (r,t)dp(y),
JG

where t is an element of G (see [5,8.3.2]). Here, we remark that Spit/*) = the

support of p, where Sp denotes spectrum in the sense of spectral synthesis. The

corresponding representation (w^ X «*, H+, £,,,) of C*(A, G) is defined by

(v+Xu+)(x) = /\(x(t))uf dt

for any x in L\A, G) (see [5,7.6.4]).

3. Results.

Proposition 3.1. Let (A, R, a) be a C*-dynamical system and let â denote the dual

action of R on C*(A,R). If A has a ground state, then there is a proper, closed,

two-sided ideal I in C*(A,R) such that if A, < A2, then âx(I) G âx(I) and for any

X > 0, C*(A,R) — UngZ ânX(I), where Z+ denotes the nonnegative integers.

Proof. We use the notation in §2. Let $ be a ground state. From §2, uf has the

spectral decomposition

u*= fe',sdE(s),

and the support of E = Sp(w',>) is contained in R+ , where R+ is the set of all

nonnegative real numbers (see [5,8.12.5]). For each k > 0, R 3 t — e'k'uf is a

unitary representation on H^. Put vk(t) = e'k'uf. Then, (77^, vk, H^) is a covariant

representation. Hence, we can consider the corresponding representation (77^ X

vk, Hç). We denote the direct sum of {-n^ X vk}k>0 by ®k3,0('t^ X vk). Let

I = ker(@(^Xvk)\
V k^Q '
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be the kernel of ®k»0('ir<t> x vk)- Now fix a positive number A arbitrarily. Then we

have

âx(I) = âx ker(©(^XüJ)
kl>0

= ker((©(ir+X0/t)) o&A = ker(® (^X0fc+X))
\ V*>0 ' ' V ks>0 '

= kerf 0 (^ X vk)\ D keri © (^ X vk)) = I.
vk»\ ' * k»0 '

Take any / in L'(R). By an easy consequence of Plancherel's theorem, there is a

sequence {fn) in L'(R) such that supp(/,) is compact for each n and \\fn — /||Li -> 0,

where /„ denotes the inverse Fourier transform of /„. Since supp(/,) is compact, we

can choose a natural number m(n) such that supp(/„(- + m(n)X)) is contained in R_

for each /„, where R_ is the set of all negative numbers. In particular,

suPP(/„(- Am(n)X A k)) is contained in R_ for any k ^ 0. Put gn(t) = eim{")X'f„(t)

and (x ® g)(r) = g(/)* f°r any g m Ll(K) and any x in A. Then we have

(*) ¿Ujav*® &,)(') = (*®/J(0-

For any /c > 0,

(^XüJ(x®gfl) = /^(g„(í)x)oit(r)íA
•'R

= **(x)(g„(t)e""utdt
JR

= v<,(x)ffgn(t)e'k>e"*dtdE(s)

= ^(x)fi(s A m(n)X A k) dE(s) = 0,
•'R

since the support of E is contained in R+ . Therefore,

(©KXet))(x®gJ=0
V k^O '

for any n. Since x ® g„ belongs to I, we have

{*»/„} C    U   àmX(l)
Z+3m

from (*). Since

||x®/„-x®/||<||x®/n-x®/||L,

_ = 11*1111/,-/llt.-0,
we have x®/£ Uz+3nânA(7). Now we easily see that the ideal I is strictly

contained in àx(I). Thus, if A, <A2, then we have &x(I)Gâx(I) and L\A,R)

c Uz+3llá„A(/). Therefore, we see that C*M, R) = Uz+3„ânX(/).   Q.E.D.
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Remark 3.2. As seen from the above proof, the ideal I satisfies I G âx(I) for any

A > 0. Of course, we have C*(A, R) = UR3AaA(7).

We recall that for any proper ideal, there is a primitive ideal containing it. Hence,

we obtain the following.

Corollary 3.3. Let (A, R, a) be a C*-dynamical system. If A has a ground state,

then  C*(A,R) contains a primitive ideal f such  that for any A > 0,  C*(^I,R)

= u„eZ+<Uf).

Assume that a C*-algebra A is unital. Then, Powers and Sakai [8,2.3] proved that

there exists a ground state for a if a is approximately inner.

Corollary 3.4. Let (A,R, a) be a C*-dynamical system, where A B Y If a is

approximately inner, the statement of Corollary 3.3 holds.

The above corollary is an extension of the result of Bratteli [1,3.2], in which he

assumed that A is a UHF algebra with product type action of R. Moreover, under

the same assumptions, he showed the same result for an abelian, connected, compact

group such that the cardinality of the dual group does not exceed the power of the

continuum, instead of R. As for this case, we shall state a remark in §4.

Here, we consider the converse of Remark 3.2 and show how the ideal structure of

C*(A, R) is related to the presence of ground states on A.

Theorem 3.5. Let (A,R,a) be a C*-dynamical system, where A is a unital

C*-algebra. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) There is an a-ground state of A.

(ii) There is a proper, closed, two-sided ideal / of C*(A, R) such that I C âx( I ) for

any X>Q and the union of àx( I ) with all X G R is dense in C*( A, R).

Proof, (i) =» (ii). This follows from Remark 3.2.

(ii) => (i). Let B be an a-invariant hereditary C*-subalgebra of A. Put JB — {/ G

Lx(R)\x® f G 7 for any x G B}. Then, JB is a closed ideal. Set Z(JB) = {t G R\f(t)

= 0 for any / G JB). Since I G áx(I) for any A 3= 0, we have JB C &X(JB). Hence,

when Z(JB) is not empty, we have Z(JB) D Z(JB) A X for any A > 0. Thus, if Z(JB)

is neither empty nor R, it is a half-line (i.e., it is of the form [r, A oo), where r is a

real number). We denote the greatest lower bound (including +oo) of Z(JB) by

m(B), where we set m(B) — A oo (resp. -oo) in the case that Z(JB) is empty (resp.

R). Let « be a positive integer and let Hn be the set of a-invariant hereditary

C*-subalgebras B of A with m(B) > -n. When Bn denotes the a-invariant hereditary

C*-subalgebra generated by those in 77„, we have Bn G Hn. Let Bn he the linear span

of elements of the form axb with a G B' G 77„, b G B" G Hn, x G A. Since Bn is

dense in Bn, it follows that y ® g G I for all y G Bn and g G L](R) with supp(g) C

(-oo,-«).

We assert that Un7?„ is dense in A. Otherwise, denoting the closure of US, by

B^, we have an a-invariant state <b of A such that <f> = 0 on Bx since Bx is

a-invariant. Through the representation -n^ X u* of C*(A,R), define a state 4> of
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C*(A,R) by the cyclic vector ^, where («$, «*« Ä^i i$) is the cyclic covariant

representation of A via (p. By Kishimoto's result (see [3, Theorem 1]) the ideal 7 is

densely spanned by elements of the form x ®/ with x G A, f G L\R). Therefore,

there are x ® /in 7 and A 5> 0 such that

ç>(âx(x®/))^0   (i.e.,*(x)*0).

Let H(x*Ax) be the a-invariant hereditary C*-subalgebra generated by x*Ax. Then,

H(x*Ax) G Hn for some n > 0, which implies <f>(x*x) = 0 (i.e., <¡>(x) = 0). Thus, we

have reached a contradiction. Therefore, önB„ is dense in A.

Suppose Bn t6 ^4 for any «. Since Bn is the hereditary C*-subalgebra of A for each

n, [|x — 1[| > Y for any x G Bn, which implies \ ^ Bx — Un5„. Hence, 73,, = /I for

some n > 0. Therefore, if supp(/) C (-oo, -«), we have 1 ® / E 7.

Now we choose a covariant representation (w, u, 77) of/I such that ker(77 X u) D I.

Then, Sp(«) C [-n, +oo). Put

(*)    ■ 5 = inf(Sp(«)).

We take a sequence {£k} in 77 such that Sp„(¿¿.) C [8, 8 A k~l] and ||£A|| = 1 for

each k. Putting <bk(x) = (-n(x)l;k\£k), then we have a weak* limit point <p of {<bk} in

the state space of A. We take an arbitrary positive number e. If x G A, with

Sp„(jc) C (-oo,-e), then

Spu(n(xHk) G Spa(x) A SpMk)

(see [5,8.2.4]), and so it follows easily from (*) that <j>k(x*x) = 0 for k'] < e. (See [2

or 5] for the spectral theory.) Hence, we have <p(x*x) — 0 for all x G A  with

Sp„(x)C(-oo,0).    Q.E.D.

4. Appendix. Let G be a locally compact abelian group. Suppose P is a semigroup

in the dual group G which is closed and has two additional properties;

Pn (-P) = {0}.       PU (-P) = G

( P is said to be a positive cone). Under these conditions, P induces an order in G,

i.e., y > Y' 'f Y - J' e P (see [9]).

Let (A, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system. Then // a state <b is a-invariant and

Sp(«<í>) C P, we call 4> a ground state for (G, P).

Now let G be an abelian, connected, compact group. Assume that the cardinality

of G does not exceed the power of the continuum. Then, G has a positive cone P

which induces an archimedean order in G (see [9,8.1.2]). Now we have the following

result:

7/.4 has a ground state for (G, P) where P induces an archimedean order in G, then

C*(A, G) contains a proper, closed, two-sided ideal I such that âx(I) C âx (7) for

A | < A 2 in G and if X > 0, then

C*(A,G)=     [J  ânX(l).
nez+

Hence, the corresponding result for Corollary 3.3 also holds.
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We sketch the proof. By [9,8.1.2], there is an order preserving isomorphism of G

onto a subgroup of R. Hence, it is easily seen that there exists t in P such that

rin(nT + P) is empty, i.e., Un(/?T + Pc) = G, where Pl is the complement of P in

G. If y > Y' > 0, Y + P'' ^ Y' + Pc- Hence, {ht + P'} is an increasing sequence.

For any / in Ll(G), there exists a sequence {/„} in L'(G) such that supp(/,) is

compact for each n and ||/„ — /||¿i -» 0, where /„ is the inverse Fourier transform of

f„ (see [9]). Then, for each n, there exists a natural number fc(«) such that

supp(/„) G k(n)r A Pc. Hence, we have supp(/„(- Ak(n)r A y)) C P' for any y in

P. Thus, we can obtain the desired result by the same method used in §3.
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